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Abstract: The effects of the liquid water content (LWC) and mixing ratio of hydrometeors in the
simulation of convective precipitation in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, are investigated using
a three-dimensional convective rainstorm model. The microphysical processes of warm and cold
clouds are considered into microphysical parameterization. The warm-cloud process is dominated by
the combined effects of condensation and drop coalescence. The cold-cloud process is initiated mainly
by production of graupel, and the microphysical parameterizations are used to predict the mixing
ratio of cloud droplets, rain, ice crystals, snow, and graupel. The simulations results show that 80%
rainfall is derived from warm cloud microphysical processes, and the rest is produced by cold cloud
microphysical processes. The mixed phase microphysical process can invigorate the production of
convective rainfall and enhance the liquid water content (LWC). In addition, the vertical distribution
of LWC is mainly concentrated at the height isotherms of ´10 to ´20 ˝C in precipitation and the
concentration area of LWC matches the distribution range of graupel particles. However, the growth
of graupel particles depend on the microphysical processes of nucleation and propagation between
rain and graupel particles (NUrg) and collision and coalescence between cloud droplets and graupel
(CLcg), in which NUrg is a major source of graupel particles and the contribution of the process
accounts for 77% of the amount of graupel particles.

Keywords: liquid water content; convective cloud; warm cloud; ice phase; microphysical processes

1. Introduction

Convective precipitation is usually organized into a rainfall band along the southeastern coast of
South China in the early morning hours [1], and the formation of precipitation has been a hot topic
in cloud and precipitation physics research. The formation of precipitation is a result of interactions
between dynamic and cloud microphysical processes. In particular, convective rainfall is associated
with the convergence of water vapor, radiative effects, aerosols, and microphysical processes [2–5].
The microphysical process affects the development of precipitation, and the majority of relevant
studies have focused on the selection of parameterization and microphysical factors for different
weather backgrounds [6]. Cloud microphysical factors include the cloud phase, cloud microphysical
characteristics, particle concentration, particle size distribution, liquid water content (LWC), ice water
content, and effective radius, and it is essential to study the distribution and evolution of LWC on
the formation of cloud, precipitation and weather modification. It can be found that the value of
LWC can increase obviously before precipitation and the formation of surface precipitation fall behind
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the increasing of LWC from observations, but when the LWC is higher, the corresponding of surface
precipitation is decreased in the process of rainfall [7,8], which illustrates the generation of precipitation
may be linked to the vertical distribution of LWC, especially the distribution of LWC at low-level clouds
has a direct relation to rainfall increase on ground. Therefore, we study the factors to understand the
effects of LWC on precipitation, and the vertical distribution of LWC in different term of precipitation.

In order to further study the internal formation of precipitation, cloud modelers have developed
numerous types of bulk cloud and precipitation parameterization, and these parameterizations are
very simple to use for studying the development of cloud or rain, which led to parameterizations
developed by Kessler, Simpson and Wiggert [9,10], and these parameterizations are used to predict
vapor, cloud droplets, and rain. Further expansion to study ice phase process is encouraged by Wisner
et al., and Rutledge and Hobbs [11,12]. With the development of cloud models and parameterization,
the microphysical parameterization mainly includes cloud droplets, rain drops, ice crystals, snow,
graupel, frozen drops, and hail in the model.

Precipitation in convective clouds develops via some combination of particles and the formation
mechanism is divided into warm and cold cloud processes. Burning et al. showed that the warm-cloud
process is dominated by the combined effects of condensation and coalescence [13]. Liu and Zipser
proposed that the ice phase process enhanced updraft velocity and surface precipitation, but the
ice phase process was not important in the environment of weak instability [14]. Additionally,
Konwar et al. believed the ice phase plays an important role in mixed-phase cloud development [15],
and the cold-cloud process is initiated mainly by emergence of graupel embryos, and subsequent
precipitation growth is dominated by graupel riming of cloud droplets [16–18]. It is suggested that the
ice phase is necessary in the formation of precipitation.

The change of hydrometeor particles, ice phase microphysical process, and morphology of
precipitation are the topics of interest in this modeling study. In addition, we investigate the effects
of LWC and ice phase process on the evolution of precipitation and graupel particles in this study.
For this purpose, a three-dimensional cloud model with detailed description of cloud microphysics
as well as a dynamic parameterization is used [19]. Numerical experiments are conducted as shown
in Section 1 (warm cloud process) and Section 2 (warm and cold cloud process) in the convective
cloud, and the effects of cold cloud microphysical process on precipitation is analyzed. Our results
provide us with new insight into the modification of microphysical parameterization in models and
precipitation forecast.

2. Model Description

The study used the Institute of Atmospheric Physics-Convective storms model 3D
(IAP-CSM3D) [20–22]. The model uses the basic equation set from Klemp and Wilhelmson, including
momentum, pressure, potential temperature, and turbulent kinetic energy [23]. The standard especially
staggered mesh system is used in the model, where the thermodynamically variables and hydrometer
quantities are located in the center of grid element, and the velocity components are displaced by
one-half of a grid interval. In solving the compressible equations of motion, a time-splitting method is
used in the model [24]. For the horizontal and vertical advection terms, tracers or momentum, fourth-
and second-order finite differences are used, respectively.

Microphysics, Model Domain, Initialization

The microphysics parameterization is an outgrowth and adaptation of Hu [25], and the
parameterizations of microphysics in this model are based on the work of Orville and Kopp and
Tripoli and Cotton [26,27]. The dynamic framework of the present model is similar to that established
by Klemp and Wilhelmson [28], and the governing equations for momentum in the horizontal and
vertical directions, thermodynamic energy, and mass continuity can be written as

du
dt
` cpθv

Bπ

Bx
“ Du (1)
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dv
dt
` cpθv

Bπ

By
“ Dv (2)

dw
dt
` cpθv

Bπ

Bz
“ g

ˆ

θ1

θ
` 0.608qv

1 ´ qT

˙

`Dw (3)

dθ

dt
“ Qul `Qli `Qvi `Dθ (4)

dπ
dt `

c2

cpρθv
2
B
Bxj

`

ρθvuj
˘

“
Rd
cv

π
Buj
Bxj
` c2

cpθ2
v

dθv
dt `Dπ

(5)

where d{dt “ B{Bt` ujB{Bxj. Here, u, v, and w are the velocity components in the x, y and z directions,
respectively; θ is the potential temperature; θ1 is the perturbation potential temperature; θv is the virtual
potential temperature; qT is the mixing ratio of total hydrometeors; q1v is the perturbation pressure
from the initial state; ρ is the moist air density; Rd is the gas constant for dry air; cp is the specific heat
of air at constant pressure; cv is the specific heat of air at constant volume; c is the adiabatic sound
speed; and Qab represents the heating or cooling as a result of water phase change form status a to
b or vice versa in Equation (4). The subscripts υ, l, and i indicate water vapor, liquid water and ice,
respectively. The term D represents the turbulent diffusion and is evaluated with a prognostic equation
for turbulent kinetic energy k.

The prognostic equations for the hydrometeor mixing ratio qx and the number of hydrometeors
per unit mass of air Ny can be written as

dqx

dt
“ Sqx `Dqx `

1
ρ

B

Bz
pρqxVxq (6)

dNy

dt
“ SNy `DNy `

1
ρ

B

Bz
`

ρNyVy
˘

(7)

where the mass-weighted average fall speeds are represented by Vx and Vy. Here, qx includes water
vapor and six hydrometeors (cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow, graupel, and hail). Included in Ny

are rain, cloud ice, snow, graupel, and hail (the number of cloud water drops per unit mass of air is
specified). Notice that ρNy is the number density of hydrometeor (m´3).

The convective-stratiform mixed cloud model employs a two-moment bulk microphysical
parameterization that describes form and phase changes among a range of liquid and ice
hydrometeors [19]. The microphysical parameterization predicts the mass mixing ratio and number
concentration of cloud droplets, raindrops, ice crystals, graupel and snow particles, and considers
the change of mixing ratio and number concentration for hail and frozen droplets, and establishes
the prognostic equations of the particles [24]. The size distribution of particles is described by the
Gamma function. Seven hydrometeors (water vapor, cloud droplets, rain, ice crystal, snow, graupel
and hail) and seven microphysical processes are considered in the model, including condensation
(VD), collection and coalescence (CL), nucleation (NU), melting (ML), evaporation (MVD) and auto
conversion (CN). The interactions between the microphysical processes of hydrometeors and variables
are shown in Figure 1 and Appendix.

In this study, the microphysical parameterizations are divided into two sections: Section 1, only
warm cloud microphysical process; and Section 2, warm cloud and cold cloud microphysical processes.
The warm cloud microphysical process mainly includes the condensation and drop coalescence (i.e.,
binary coalescence or self-collection of cloud droplets to form raindrops, followed by rain collection
of cloud and rain self-collection), while the cold cloud microphysical process is initiated mainly by
production of graupel. Details of the microphysical processes are provided in the Appendix.
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Figure 1. The microphysical process in the cloud model: Melting and Evaporation processes: MVDiv,
MVDsv, MVDgv and MVDhv; Condensation processes: VDvi, VDvs, VDvg, VDiv, VDsv, VDgv, and
VDhv; Nucleation processes: HNUci, NUvi, and HNUrg, NUrg, NPci; Melting process: MLir, MLsr,
MLgr, and MLhr; Collection and coalescence: CLci, CLcs, CLcg, CLch, CLir, CLri, CLrs, CLsr, CLrg, CLrh,
CLis, CLig, CLih, CLsg, CLsh, and CLgh; Atuoconversation: CNis, CNig, CNsg, CNgh; and Accumulation
process: NCLii and NCLss.

The size of model domain is 36 km ˆ 36 km ˆ 38 km, with a horizontal grid interval of 1 km and
a vertical grid interval of 500 m. The large and small time steps are 10 and 5 s, respectively. At the
lateral boundaries, the radiation boundary condition is used for normal velocity. The initial-state wind,
temperature, and moisture profiles used for numerical simulations are taken from observations in
Wuhan on 12 July 2012. Convection is initiated using a warm bubble with a maximum magnitude of
1.8 K located at the lowest 2 km of the model. Numerical integaration is carried out for 60 min.

3. Observation and Simulations

The case of 08:00 LST on 12 July 2012 in Wuhan is chosen, wtih the gegoraphical position north
latitude 30˝3711211, east longitude 114˝0714811. In Figure 2, shear lines corresponding to 700 and 850 hPa
located from the northeast of Hubei Province to the north of the Jianghan Plain at 02:00 on 12 July, and
the wind speed was 12 m¨ s´1 at 850 hPa. The mesoscale analysis shows that northeast of Hubei, a high
energy and moist region is located, and the precipitation is mainly concentrated in Hong’an, Da’wu
and Guangshui (Figure 2a,b). Based on the analysis of the satellite image characteristics in Figure 2c,d,
the results show that the development of cloud cluster correspondences in precipitation area, and the
quasi-north–south direction of convective cloud cluster had formed on the influence of shear lines,
which enhances the precipitation intensity of Wuhan, and the maximum precipitation was 98 mm/h.

With the development of subtropical high and southweaterly jet, the wind speed of 700 hPa was
14 m¨ s´1 at 08:00 (Figure 3) and the high-energy region and moist regions were stably located from the
Jianghan Plain to the northeast of Hubei Province, which met the conditions of dynamics, vapour and
stratification instability required to produce heavy rain. In addition, the peak value of echo strength
was 65 dBz in simulated cloud higher than observation in Table 1.
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 Figure 2. Mesoscale analysis (a,b) and the analysis of satellite image characteristics (c,d) of 12 July 2012
rainstorm process in Wuhan: (a): 02:00; (b):08:00; (c): 07:00; and (d): 08:00 (red arrow: 850 hPa
streamline; brown arrow: 700 hPa streamline; white square frame: the location of Wuhan).
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Table 1. The result of radar echo’s observation and simulation in convective cloud.

Parameterization Initial Echo
Height/km

Height of 45 dBz
Radar Echo’s/km

Maximum of
Radar Echo’s/dbz

Width of
Cloud/km

observation 5.3 7.4 60 25
simulation 5.2 7.0 65 20

According to sounding calculations, the convective available energy cape (CAPE) value was
2534.6 J¨kg´1 and the Showalter index (SI) value was ´2.07 (Figure 3). Using precipitation data
recorded every minute at an observation station in Wuhan, the process of precipitation during
08:15–09:15 on 12 July 2012 is investigated. The 3-min accumulated precipitation obtained using the
model is compared to the observation result (Figure 4). It is found that the maximum rainfall in a 3-min
period (17 mm) is close to the value (23 mm) obtained from observation, and there is no precipitation
from 08:31 (23 min) to 08:37 (29 min) in either the observation or simulation. The three-dimensional
numerical model has an ability to simulate the heaviest rainfall in the case of severe convective
precipitation. To reduce the memory required in computation, the simulation domain moves with the
centroid motion of the cloud in the model. Therefore, the precipitation accumulated over 3 min does
not exactly match a fixed-point observation.
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Figure 4. Ground rainfall accumlated in 3 min versus time: (a) observed durin 08:00–09:30 on
12 July 2012 in Wuhan; and (b) simulation.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Distribution of the LWC

Since the liquid water content (LWC) has a great effect on raindrops formation, a warm-cloud
parameterization (Section 1) is used to study the spatial distribution of the LWC and Section 2 includes
both warm-cloud and ice-phase processes.

As can been seen in Figure 5, the liquid water content (LWC) of Section 1 is mainly concentrated
at z = 3.8 km~10 km in the early precipitation, the LWC of warm cloud (Section 1) is always higher
than mixed cloud (Section 2), and the LWC of Section 2 is mainly concentrated at the lower region
of cloud in precipitation. This is principally because more graupel particles have appeared in cloud,
and the mixing ratio of graupel has reached a peak value at 21 min (Table 2). With the development
of precipitation, ice crystals, raindrops and snow particles appear continuously; the mixing ratio of
graupel and LWC begin to decrease; and a large amount of LWC is consumed by warm and cold cloud
microphysical process, which illustrates that the change of LWC has a relation to the distribution of
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particles and the atmospheric environment is more moist at the lower cloud, which will enhance the
formation of rain and the maintenance of precipitation. Thus, the precipitation occurred mainly after
30 min, which is consistent with observations (Figure 4).
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Figure 5. x–z cross sections (a–d) of the cloud water content (LWC, unit: g¨m´3) with height at different
times of precipitation and y = 18 km; red dotted line: Section 1; green dotted line: Section 2.

Table 2. Changes in hydrometeors in the Sections 1 and 2.

Parameter Section 1 Section 2

Qc Maximum (g¨m´3) 2.84 2.84
Time of Qc Maximum (min) 9 9

Qr Maximum (g¨m´3) 6.5 6.66
Time of Qr Maximum (min) 18 18

Qg Maximum (g¨m´3) - 0.5
Time of Qg Maximum (min) - 21

Qi Maximum (g¨m´3) - 0.3
Time of Qi Maximum (min) - 42

Qs Maximum (g¨m´3) - 0.5
Time of Qs Maximum (min) - 54

Combined with the change of isotherm (Figure 6b), the vertical distribution of LWC mainly
concentrates at z = 1.5~6 km and correspond to the isotherms of 10 ˝C~´20 ˝C, and the cloud droplets
and raindrops are frozen into graupel particles at the isotherm of ´10 ˝C, which shows that the
variation of LWC plays an important role in the growth of graupel and raindrops. Therefore, it is
necessary to understand the growth of LWC in different terms of precipitation.
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In general, the evolution of LWC is related to the distribution of graupel particles in convective
cloud. To further understand the effects of LWC on precipitation, we will revise the number
concentration of cloud droplets and establish reasonable prediction equation, and combine with
the variation of cloud saturation to analyze the effects of saturation on LWC.

4.2. Distribution of Cloud and Rain Drops

Observations reveal that the process of precipitation does not include the falling of hail, so the
processes of hail melting and coalescing are not considered in this study. The distribution of the mean
value of the cloud mixing ratio (Qc) and rain mixing ratio (Qr) are listed in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. x–z cross sections of the mixing ratio of cloud (a–d) and rain drops (g¨m´3) (e–h) at different
times for Sections 1 and 2 and y = 18 km.

The mixing ratio of cloud droplets and raindrops are listed in Figure 7. The simulation results
show that Qc and Qr have nearly the same peak value in Sections 1 and 2 at 12 min, because the
massive ice particles are unprecedented before 21 min. Then, the center height of cloud droplets
and rain mainly locates at z = 3.5 km, which corresponds to the isotherms of 0 ˝C (Figures 6 and 7).
Combined with the change of updraft and downdraft with time, the simulation results show that the
updraft velocity has the peak value at 21 min with latent heat release in atmospheric environment.
With the development of convection, more cloud droplets and rain drops are transported into the
middle of cloud by updraft and the maximum updraft velocity is 10.8 m¨ s´1 at 21 min (Figure 6a).
Although Qc and Qr have the same peak value in the Sections 1 and 2, the distribution range in the
sections is different. The maximum of Qc at 21 min is less than 12 min, because rain drops are increased
by the auto conversion between cloud droplets and rain drops.

In Table 2, the peak value of cloud droplets appear first and is followed by rain drops, graupel,
ice crystals and snow, as in Section 2. The maximum of rain drops ratio (Qr) is 6.6 g¨m´3 and appears
at the bottom of cloud, the structure of which is similar to a normal convective cloud. In Section 1, the
maximum of Qr is less than that in Section 2, with a value of 6.5. Thus, the cold cloud microphysical
processes have no great influence on the peak value of Qr.

4.3. Distribution of Graupel Particles, Ice Crystals and Snow

Ice crystal and snow particles occurred after 32 min, and the mean value of the graupel mixing
ratio (Qg), ice crystal mixing ratio (Qi) and snow mixing ratio (Qs) are described at 33 min and 42 min
in Figure 8.

At 33 min, graupel particles mainly reside at z = 2~6.5 km and the maximum of Qg is 0.19 g¨m´3,
and the ice crystal particles are primary located in the middle–high cloud by updraft, while snow
particles mainly concentrate at z = 3.8~6.5 km. With the development of convective cloud, most of ice
crystals generate in the temperature layer of ´30 ˝C at 42 min, and then the distribution range of snow
particles expand at the vertical height of z = 3~9 km at 42 min and the peak value of Qs 0.5 g¨m´3

at 54 min in the end of precipitation (Table 1). In addition, the maximum of Qg and Qs far outweigh
Qi and the concentration area of graupel and snow particles concur with the vertical distribution
of LWC at 33 min and 42 min. Combined with the distribution of LWC (Figure 5), the LWC mainly
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concentrates at z = 1.5~5 km at 33 min; the concentration area of LWC matches the distribution range
of graupel (Figure 8a). Then, the mixing ratio of snow particles begin to increase and the maximum of
Qs approximates to Qg at 42 min, which illustrates that the variation of graupel and snow particles
play an important role in maintenance and development of the later precipitation, and the mixing ratio
of graupel and snow particles contribute to the variation of LWC.
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Figure 8. x–z cross sections (a–f) of the distribution of hydrometeors (graupel, ice crystal, and snow) at
different times of precipitation and y = 18 km.

4.4. Microphysical Processes of Rain and Graupel

Table 3 shows the formation of rain at different times in simulated cloud, and the transformation
of microphysical quantities can reveal the formation of precipitation. The simulation results show
that the formation of rain depend on the warm cloud microphysical (CNcr and CLcr) in the case,
and the amount of rainfall of processes is about 85% of total rainfall by the microphysical processes.
In the early and medium stages of precipitation, the collection and coalescence (CLcr) between rain
and cloud droplets help to increase the formation of rain, and the contribution of auto conversion is
less for the production of rain. However, the auto conversion is mainly a microphysical process in
the middle term of precipitation, and the amount of rainfall of ice phase processes (MLgr, MLir and
MLsr) are less than warm cloud microphysical processes, which illustrates that the formation of rain
is less than that produced from the microphysical process of ice phase, but the ice phase process can
enhance the formation of rain, and the process of auto-conversion becomes the main mechanism of the
production of raindrops in later precipitation, which is verified by the numerical model. According to
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the results, one can conclude that the growth of raindrops depends on the microphysical processes of
cloud droplet auto conversion and melting of graupel particles.

Table 3. Total microphysical quantities in the formation of rain at different times for simulated cloud
(unit: t).

0–15 min 15–30 min 30–45 min 45–60 min

CNcr 0 0.02 3560 31,201.5
CLcr 910.7 1059.89 6.46 0
MLgr 0 0.3 0.1 0
MLir 0 0.1 0.1 0
MLsr 0 0.1 0.3 0

The mixing ratio of graupel particles is larger than other particles. What are the main processes
that produce graupel particles? As can be seen in Table 4, the formation of graupel particles mainly
depend on nucleation and propagation between rain and graupel particles (NUrg) in early precipitation,
and these processes account for about 77% of the total formation of graupel, while the process of
collection and coalescence between cloud droplets and graupel (CLcg) is second. It can be seen that
the graupel particles contribute the most to the melting of ice-phase particles, which is consistent with
Xiao et al. [21]. Later, the process of NUrg and collection and coalescence between rain and graupel
(CLrg) are the main reason for the formation of graupel in later precipitation.

Table 4. Total microphysical quantities in the formation of graupel particles at different times for
simulated cloud (unit: t).

0–15 min 15–30 min 30–45 min 45–60 min

NUrg 1380.1 5957.4 6140 192.7
CNsg 0 693.9 293.3 0
CLcg 0 1416.7 1217 0
CLrg 1.1 55.6 307.9 412.1
CLig 0 8.2 26.1 15.3
CNig 0 0.2 12.5 6.8

5. Conclusions

A heavy rainfall event that occurred in Wuhan, China on 12 July 2012 was simulated
using a three-dimensional numerical model of a convective rainstorm. Using the microphysical
parameterization of cold and warm clouds, we investigate the effects of cloud microphysical processes
on the formation of precipitation and the modeling results are close to observations. The comparisons
of simulation results and observations indicate that the three-dimensional numerical model of
a convective rainstorm is able to simulate severe convective precipitation. The main results of our
study are listed below.

The simulations suggest that ice phase microphysical processes have a vital catalytic role
in the development of convective cloud precipitation, and there are some effects of ice phase
microphysical processes on updraft velocity, the peak value of rain and the LWC. Especially, the
ice phase microphysical process can increase the development of convective rainfall, enhance the
growth of the liquid water content (LWC) and increase the mixing ratio of cloud droplets and rain,
which enhances the formation of rain and the maintenance of precipitation.

The microphysical processes of ice phase have a great influence on the distribution of LWC and
the occurrence of ice particle can increase the value of LWC. For the vertical structure of LWC, LWC
mainly concentrates at the isotherms of 10 ˝C~´20 ˝C and the concentration area of LWC matches
the distribution range of graupel; thus, the evolution of LWC is related to the graupel particles in
convective cloud.
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The simulation results demonstrate that 80 percent of rainfall is corroborated by warm cloud
microphysical processes, and 20 percent of rain is produced from cold cloud microphysical processes,
which illustrates that precipitation is primarily a warm cloud process, and that ice phase processes
significantly increase the range of precipitation. In the mixed-phase convective clouds, the growth of
raindrops depends on the microphysical processes of cloud droplet auto-conversion (CNcr), collection
and coalescence between cloud droplets and rain (CLcr), and the melting of graupel particles (MLgr).
However, an increase in graupel particle content depend on the microphysical processes of nucleation
and Propagation between rain and graupel particles (NUrg) and collection and coalescence between
cloud droplets and graupel (CLcg), in which NUrg is the major source of graupel particles and these
processes account for 77% of graupel particles.

In addition, these results also indicate that each particles feature and microphysical process can
provide a different perspective in selecting the microphysical parameterization. Therefore, this study
will contribute to understanding the formation of convective cloud precipitation and improve the
precipitation forecast of models by a systematic analysis of these results.
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Appendix

The aerosol size distribution is the most basic microphysical properties of precipitation particles.
The term d represents the equivalent diameter of the same sphere and d describes the size of
raindrops. The spectrum distribution of various particles is N pDq “ N0Dαexp p´λDq. In the process
of microphysical parameterization, M-P distribution is the widely used raindrop spectrum, namely
α “ 0. However, the difference is larger between the M-P distribution and the measured raindrop
spectrum, which mainly embodies raindrop concentration, precipitation intensity and rainwater
content. The value of α is equal to 2 in this study because the fitting result of M-P distribution is closer
to the observation when α ě 0, namely Nr pDrq “ N0rD2

r exp p´λrDrq. The hydrometeor classes and
size distribution parameters are summarized in Table A1.

Table A1. Particles spectrum and characteristic quantity.

Particles α N0 λ m(g) V pm{sq D pmq

Cloud
droplets 5 ρNλ6{Γ p6q p56πρLN{Qq

1
3 π

6 ρLD3 6λ´1

Raindrops 2 1
2ρNλ3

p10πρLN{Qq
1
3 π

6 ρLD3 2.4Avr pρλq
´ 1

2 3λ´1

Ice crystals 1 ρNλ2
p6AmiN{Qq

1
2 AmiD2 1.54Aviλ

´ 1
3 pP0{Pq

1
4 2.88λ´1

Snow 0 ρNλ p2AmsN{Qq
1
2 AmiD2 1.39Avsλ

´ 1
3 λ´1

Graupel 0 ρNλ
´

πρgN{Q
¯

1
3 π

6 ρgD3 1.94Avg pρλq
´ 1

2 λ´1

The shape of ice crystal and snow are hexagonal plate, and other particles are spherical;

Avr “ 2.13 pGρL{2q
1{2
“ 4714.96, Avg “

`

4ρgG{3CD
˘1{2, Ami “ 10 g ¨m´2, Avi “ 3.25 p1` Fiqm2{3s´1,

Ams “ 4.64 p1` 0.5Fsqm2{3s´1, P0 “ 1000 hPa, ρL “ 106 g ¨m´3, G is the acceleration of gravity. D is
average diameter of particles. Fi and Fs are the riming ratio of ice crystal and snow, respectively.

The density range of graupel is from ρg “ 0.124ˆ 106 g ¨m´3 to ρg “ 0.92ˆ 106 g ¨m´3. The value
of CD is 0.45 when graupel content ρQg ă 0.5 g ¨m´3, and the value of CD is 0.6 when ρQg ě 1.0 g ¨m´3

and ρg “ 0.9ˆ 106 g ¨m´3.
There are four ice phase hydrometeor (ice crystal, snow, graupel and hail) and seven microphysical

processes considered in the model, including condensation (VD), collection and coalescence (CL),
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nucleation (NU), propagation (P), melting (ML), evaporation (MVD) and auto-conversion (CN) (Hong,
1998). The interaction between the microphysical processes of hydrometeors and variables are shown
in Figure 1 and Table 2, respectively. The subscripts v, c, r, i, g, s and h represent the water vapor,
cloud droplets, raindrops, ice crystal, graupel, snow, and hail, respectively. For example, MLir

denotes the ice crystal transferred by raindrops through the melting process. The main microphysical
parameterizations of the model are introduced into the study as follows.

Appendix 1. Warm cloud Microphysical Parameterization

The warm-cloud microphysics follows Hong [19]. For the first appearance of supersaturation at
grid point, the mass of initiated droplets is calculated either by a one-step adjustment as Klemp and
Wilhelmson [23]. Four microphysical processes are considered in the warm cloud parameterization,
including VDvc, CNcr, CLcr and MVDrv. VD, CN, CL and MVD denote the condensation, auto
conversion, collection and coalescence, melting and evaporation, respectively. The subscripts v, c, and
r represent the water vapor, cloud droplets and raindrops, respectively. For example, VDvc denotes the
water vapor transferred by cloud droplets through the condensation process.

The assumed conditions are met in the model as follow: (1) there is enough and effective CCN in
the atmosphere, which makes the embryo of cloud droplets is formed when the vapor air is more than
the saturation of surface; (2) the raindrops spectrum follows the distribution of Marshall–Palmer, and
the shape of raindrops is spherical; (3) the fall speed of cloud droplets is not considered in the model;
and (4) there is no the supersaturation of cloud water surface, and the condensation and evaporation
process of cloud droplets can be completed instantaneously.

1. The cloud droplets transferred by raindrops through the collection and coalescence process (CLcr)

CLcr “
π

4
qc

ż 8

0
ErcD2Vr pDqN pDq dD (A1)

where Erc is the efficiency of collision, and Erc “ 0.9 D is the diameter of raindrops. Vr(D) is the
terminal fall speed of raindrops.

Vr “

r8
0 Vr pDqm pDq dD

r8
0 m pDq dD

“ 14.08ρ´0.375qr
0.125 (A2)

where ρ is the air density, and qr is the raindrops mixing ratio. The integrated Vr(D) and N(D)
(in Table 1) are then

CLcr “
149.1πErcN0Γ

` 7
2

˘

4ρ´1{2λ7{2
¨ qc (A3)

where Γ
` 7

2

˘

“ 15
8
?

π, then the Equation (A3) is given by

CLcr “ 2.2ρ´0.375qcq0.875
r (A4)

where ρ is air density, and qc and qr are the mixing ratio of cloud droplets and
raindrops, respectively.

2. The cloud droplets transferred by raindrops through the auto conversion process (CNcr), and the
auto conversion formula of Kessler is used in the model.

CNcr “ 10´3pqc ´ 10´3q (A5)

In addition, the method of saturation adjustment to study the variation of the water vapor
transferred by cloud droplets is through the auto conversion process (VDvc). The cloud droplets and
raindrops are transferred by water vapor through the evaporation process (VDcv and VDrv) [19].
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Appendix 2. Cold Cloud Microphysical Parameterization

1. Melting and Evaporation processes (MVD)

The shape of ice crystal and snow are hexagonal plate, and for a single particle:

ˆ

dmi,s

dt

˙

ev
“ 4πC p1´ Sq fi,s pReq ¨ Cx pS ă 1q (A6)

where Cx “ 1.0{
”

L2
v

KRvT2 `
RvT

D f epTq

ı

, C “ D{π, and D is the diameter of particles.

The ice crystal and snow transferred by water vapor through the melting and evaporation
processes (MVDiv and MVDsv) are expressed when T = T0 as follows, respectively:

MVDiv “
1
ρ

ż 8

0
Ni pDiq

ˆ

dmi
dt

˙

ev
dDi “ 8 p1´ Sq A1i NoiCxρ´1λ´3

i (A7)

MVDsv “
1
ρ

ż 8

0
Ns pDsq

ˆ

dms

dt

˙

ev
dDs “ 4 p1´ Sq A1sNosCxρ´1λ´3

s (A8)

where, A1i “ 1` 0.462 pAvi{γq
1{2 λ

´2{3
i , Avi “ 70p1` Fiqcm

2
3 ¨ s´1, and Fi is the riming ratio of ice

crystal; A1s “ 1` 0.346 pAvs{γq
1{2 λ

´2{3
s ; and Avs “ 100 cm

2
3 ¨ s´1. Here, S is saturation; Noi and Nos

are the number of ice crystals and snow particles per unit mass of air, respectively, and are specified;
λ is the representative diameter; and γ is fall speed factor. The subscripts i and s represent ice crystal
and snow particles.

The shape of graupel particle is sphere, and for a single particle:

ˆ

dmg

dt

˙

ev
“ 2πDg p1´ Sq fg pReq ¨ Cx pS ă 1q (A9)

where Cx “ 1.0{
”

L2
v

KRvT2 `
RvT

D f epTq

ı

, and C “ D{π, Dg is the diameter of graupel particles. The graupel

transferred by water vapor through the melting and evaporation processes (MVDgv) is expressed
as follow:

MVDgv “
1
ρ

ż 8

0
Ng

`

Dg
˘

ˆ

dmg

dt

˙

ev
dDg “ 2π p1´ Sq A1gNogCxρ´1λ´2

g (A10)

where A1g “ 1` 0.37
`

Avg{γ
˘1{2

ρ´1{4λ
´3{4
g and Avg “ 500cm0.2 ¨ s´1

The melting and evaporation process of hail particle is the same as graupel.

MVDhv “
1
ρ

ż 8

0
Nh pDhq

ˆ

dmh
dt

˙

ev
dDh “ 2π p1´ Sq A1hNohCxρ´1λh (A11)

where A1h “ 1` 0.29
`

Avg{γ
˘1{2

ρ´1{4λ´1
h and Avh “ 4427.19cm0.2 ¨ s´1

2. Condensation process (VD)

The condensation ratio of a single ice crystal is given as follow:

VDvi “
1
ρ

r8
0 Ni pDiq ¨

´

dmi
dt

¯

c
dDi

“
“

8N0i pSi ´ 1q ¨ Ai{
`

ρλ2
s
˘

´ d ¨ CLci
‰

¨ cx1
(A12)

where Si is relative humidity of ice surface, Ai “ 1 ` 0.32 pAvi{γq
1{2 λ

´2{3
i ; CLci is the cloud

droplets transferred by ice crystal through collection and coalescence process; and
´

dmi
dt

¯

c
“

”

4πC pSi ´ 1q fi pReq ´ d
´

dmi
dt

¯

rim

ı

¨ cx1. Equation (A12) should meet the conditions: (1) if the relative
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humidity of ice surface Si ď 1, and
´

dmi
dt

¯

rim
“ 0,

´

dmi
dt

¯

rim
is the riming ratio of a single ice crystal

particle; and (2) if the relative humidity of ice surface Si ą 1, VDvi “ 0.
Similar to ice crystal, the condensation ratio of snow particle is denoted by:

VDvs “
”

4N0s pSi ´ 1q ¨ As{
´

ρλ2
s

¯

´ d ¨ CLcs

ı

¨ cx1 (A13)

where As “ 1 ` 0.346 pAvs{γq
1{2 λ

´2{3
s , and Avs “ 100 cm2{3 ¨ s´1. Here, S is saturation, and the

application condition is similar to ice crystal particles.
For graupel particles, only consider the sublimation process:

VDgv “
1
ρ

r8
0 Ng

`

Dg
˘

¨

´

dmg
dt

¯

c
dDg

“ 2π p1´ SiqNog ¨ Ag ¨ cx1{
´

ρλ2
g

¯ (A14)

where Ag “ 1` 0.37
`

Avg{γ
˘1{2

ρ´1{4λ
´3{4
g . Nog is the number of graupel particles per unit mass of air

is specified.

3. The collection and coalescence process (CL)

(1) The collection and coalescence process between raindrops and ice crystal

If the water content of rain meets the condition Qr ě 10´4g{g when T ă T0, and CLri, then
CLir is the source term of graupel particles. Otherwise, CLri and CLir will contribute to the
formation of snow particles. Then, CLir is transformed into raindrops when T ě T0.

CLir “ 120λ´2
i x1

´

3λ´2
r ` 6λ´1

r λ´1
i ` 5λ´2

i

¯

CLri “ 30πρLλ´3
r x1

´

λ´2
r ` 4λ´1

r λ´1
i ` 7λ´2

r

¯ (A15)

where the value of λ is the same as Hong [19], x1 “ πEir
ˇ

ˇVr ´Vi
ˇ

ˇ Noi Norλ´2
i λ´3

r ρ´1, in
which Eir is coagulation efficiency between ice crystal and rain droplets and the value is 0.8.
Noi and Nor are the number of ice crystals and raindrops per unit mass of air, respectively,
and are specified; and λ is the representative diameter.

(2) The collection and coalescence process between raindrops and ice crystal

CLis “ 30x2

´

10λ´2
i ` 4λ´1

r λ´1
i ` λ´2

s

¯

(A16)

where x2 “ πEis
ˇ

ˇVs ´Vi
ˇ

ˇ Noi Nosλ´1
s λ´4

i ρ´1, and Eis is coagulation efficiency between ice
crystal and snow. Eis “ exp r0.025 pT´ T0qswhen T ă T0, Eis “ 1.0, and T ě T0.

(3) The collection and coalescence process between graupel particles and ice crystal

CLig “ 30x3

´

10λ´2
g ` 4λ´1

r λ´1
g ` λ´2

g

¯

(A17)

where x3 “ πEig
ˇ

ˇVg ´Vi
ˇ

ˇ Noi Nogλ´1
g λ´4

i ρ´1, and Eig is the same as Eis. Here, Noi and Nog

are the number of ice crystals and graupel particles per unit mass of air, respectively and
are specified.

(4) The collection and coalescence process between snow particles and raindrops

If the water content of rain meets the condition Qr ě 10´4g{g when T ă T0, and CLrs, then
CLsr is transformed into graupel particles. Otherwise, CLrs contributes to the formation of
snow particles.

CLrs “ 10πρLx4

´

λ´2
s ` 6λ´1

s λ´1
r ` 21λ´2

r

¯

(A18)
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CLsr “ 6Amsλ3
r λ´2

s x4

´

2λ´2
s ` 3λ´1

s λ´1
r ` 2λ´2

r

¯

where x4 “ π
ˇ

ˇVr ´Vs
ˇ

ˇ ErsNor Nosλ´1
s λ´6

r ρ´1. Here, Ers “ 1.0; Nor and Nos are the number
of raindrops and snow particles per unit mass of air, respectively, and are specified; λ is the
representative diameter of particles; and Ams “ 0.003g ¨ cm´2.

(5) The collection and coalescence process between graupel and raindrops

CLrg “ 10πρLx5

´

21λ´2
r ` 6λ´1

r λ´1
g ` λ´2

g

¯

(A19)

where x5 “ π
ˇ

ˇVg ´Vr
ˇ

ˇ ErgNor Nogλ´6
r λ´1

g ρ´1 and Erg “ 0.8.
(6) The collection and coalescence process between graupel and snow particles

CLsg “ 30x6

´

21λ´2
r ` 6λ´1

r λ´1
g ` λ´2

g

¯

(A20)

where x6 “ π
ˇ

ˇVg ´Vs
ˇ

ˇ EsgNosNogλ´3
s λ´1

g ρ´1. Here, Eis “ 1.0 when T ě T0 and
Eis “ exp r0.09 pT´ T0qswhen T ă T0.

(7) The collection and coalescence process between cloud droplets and other particles

CLcA “
1
ρ

ż 8

0

π

4
D2

AυAEcA ¨ pρQcqNA pDAq dDA

where the subscripts of A represent rain (r), ice crystal (i), snow (s) and graupel (g), and the
formula are denoted as follows:

CLcr “
π

4
Γ p5.5q AvrEcrQcNorλ´5.5

r ρ´0.5 pEcr “ 1.0q (A21)

CLcs “
π

4
Γ p3.3q AvsEcsQcNosλ´3.3

s pEcs “ 1.0q

CLcg “
π

4
Γ p3.5q AvgEcgQcNogλ´3.5

g ρ´0.5 `

Ecg “ 1.0
˘

(8) When the diameters of cloud droplets and ice crystals meet the conditions:
DC ě 15ˆ 10´6m and Di ě 300ˆ 10´6m, respectively, then collection and coalescence
process between cloud droplets and ice crystals is denoted by:

CLci “
π

4
Γ p4.3q AviEciQcNoi pP0{Pq

1
4 exp p´β2q

˜

1`
8
ÿ

i“1

β12{i!

¸

λ´4.3
i (A22)

where the value of Eci see the reference of Hu [25]. Here, CLci, CLcs and CLcg are
transformed into raindrops when T ě T0.

4. The Nucleation process (NU)

(1) The formation of Ice crystal by nucleation

The nucleation concentration of ice nuclear is expressed by the equations of Fletcher in the super
cooled cloud when T ă T0:

ρN “ A1exp rβ pT0 ´ Tqs

NNUvi “
dNi
dt

“ ´A1β rβ pT0 ´ Tqs{ρ ¨ω
BT
Bz

NUvi “ mio ¨ NNUvi (A23)
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where ω BT
Bz ă 0, A1 “ 10´2, β “ 0.6, and mio is the quality of a single ice crystal. Because the

concentration of ice nuclear is higher in low temperature,

NUvi “ min tNUvi, pQv ´Qvsq {2∆tu (A24)

where pQv ´Qvsq {2∆t is the change rate of water vapor content.

(2) Heterogeneous-nucleation process

According to the method of Wisner [11], the super cooled water droplets is transformed into the
graupel particles by heterogeneous-nucleation process:

NUrg “
1
ρ

r8
0 Nr pDrq ¨

π
6 BD3

r Cm
π
6 ρLD3

r dDr

“ Γ p9qπ2ρLBNorCm{
`

36ρλ9
r
˘ (A25)

where Cm “ exp
“

β1 pT´ T0q
‰

´ 1; B “ 10´2; and β1 “ 0.66.

(3) Ice crystal multiplication process (NPci)

The Hallett–Mossop is used in the study of ice crystal multiplication process, and secondary ice
crystals are produced by the process of coalescence between graupel particles and large cloud-drops of
D ą 24µm.

NPci “ A pTq ¨ Nc ¨ CLcg exp p´β1q

˜

1`
5
ÿ

i“1

βi
1{i!

¸

{ p250QCq (A26)

where β1 “ Dcλc, and the value of A pTq is according to Hu [25]. Here, CLcg is the cloud droplets
transferred by graupel particles through the collection and coalescence process; Nc is the number
density of cloud droplets; and Qc is the water content of cloud droplets.

5. Melting process (ML)

The melting ratio of a single ice crystal is denoted:

MLi “
1

L f

”

8 f jN0i A1iρ
´1λ´3

i ` Cw pT´ T0qCLci

ı

(A27)

where Cw is water specific heat. Here, MLir “ MLi when MLi ¨ 2∆t{Ni ą 5.24ˆ 10´7g, or MLic “ MLi.
MLir denotes the ice crystal transferred by raindrops through the melting process. f j “ K pT´ T0q `

LvD f ρ pQv ´Qvsq; N0i is the initial number density of ice crystal; A1i is the transformation rate of
ice crystal; and CLci denotes the cloud droplets transferred by ice crystal through the collection and
coalescence process.

The melting ratio of snow is the same as a single ice crystal,

MLsr “
1

L f

”

4 f jN0s A1sρ´1λ´3
s ` Cw pT´ T0q pCLcs ` CLrsq

ı

(A28)

where N0s is the initial number density of snow; A1s is the transformation rate of snow; and CLcs

denotes the cloud droplets transferred by snow through the collection and coalescence process.
The melting ratio of graupel is denoted by:

MLgr “
1

L f

”

2π f jN0g A1gρ´1λ´2
g ` Cw pT´ T0q

`

CLcg ` CLrg
˘

ı

(A29)

where N0g is the initial number density of graupel particles; A1g is the transformation rate of
graupel; and CLcg denotes the cloud droplets transferred by graupel through the collection and
coalescence process.
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6. Atuo conversation process (CN)

(1) Cloud droplets are converted into raindrops

Because of cloud droplet spectra distributes in a narrow range by condensation and the raindrops
is produced by the wide of cloud droplet spectra under random collision. With the development of
cloud droplet spectra, little raindrops are produced when the radius of cloud droplets is 40 um, and
the time development of cloud tc is described as:

tc « p120ρQc ` 1.6Nb{Dbq { pρQcq
2 (A30)

where Nb{Db “ 1200. Here, the cloud droplets begin to convert when t t ą tc, and the conversion rate
CNcr uses the corrected formula:

CNcr “ J ¨ pρQcq
2
{ r360ρ` 1.2Nb{ pDbQcqs (A31)

where J “ 0.25. Here, Qc is the water content of cloud droplets, and ρ is air density [25].

(2) Ice crystals are converted into snow and graupel

The ice crystal are converted into snow and graupel with the change of riming ratio when the
diameter of ice crystals is D˚i “ 3ˆ 10´4m, and the ice crystals are converted into graupel particles
when the riming ratio of ice crystal Fi ě 0.5, otherwise the ice crystals are converted into snow.

CNigpsq “ AQiexp p´β1q

˜

1`
3
ÿ

i“1

βi
1{i!

¸

(A32)

where A “ 0.01s´1, and β1 “ λiDi

(3) Snow particles are converted into graupel

The snow particles are converted into graupel when the riming ratio of snow Fs ě 0.5, and the
diameter of snow is D˚s “ 3ˆ 10´4m.

CNsg “ AQsexp p´β2q
´

1` β2 ` β2
2

¯

(A33)

where β2 “ λsDs.

7. Accumulation process (NCL)

According to Hu [25], the accumulation process of ice crystal and snow are described as:

NCLii “ 0.051ρAviEiiQ
7{6
i N5{6

i (A34)

NCLss “ 9.406ˆ 10´3ρAvsEssQ7{6
s N5{6

s (A35)

where Eii and Ess are the average of coagulation coefficient of ice crystal and snow particles, respectively.
Because there is little research on the value of Eii and Ess, we use the formula ESS “ Eii, and

Eii “ A1exp rA2 pT´ 273qs ¨
!

1` A3 ¨ exp
”

´A4 pT´ 259q2
ı

u (A36)

where A1 “ 0.2, A2 “ 0.35, A3 “ 4, and A4 “ 0.4.

Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

VDvc(cv) Water vapor-cloud droplets (auto conversion)
VDrv Raindrops-water vapor (evaporation)
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CLcr Cloud droplets-raindrops (collection and coalescence)
CNcr Cloud droplets-rain drops (auto conversion)
MVDiv Ice crystal (melting and evaporation)
MVDsv Snow (melting and evaporation)
MVDgv Graupel (melting and evaporation)
VDvi(iv) Water vapor-ice crystal (condensation)
VDvs(sv) Water vapor- snow (condensation)
VDvg(gv) Water vapor-snow (condensation)
NUvi Water vapor-ice crystal (nucleation)
NUrg Raindrops-graupel (nucleation)
NPci Ice crystal (multiplication)
MLic(r) Ice crystal-cloud droplets/raindrops (melting)
MLsr Snow-raindrops (melting)
MLgr Graupel-raindrops (melting)
CLci Cloud droplets–ice crystal (collection and coalescence)
CLcs Cloud droplets–snow (collection and coalescence)
CLcg Cloud droplets–graupel (collection and coalescence)
CLir(ri) Ice crystal-raindrops (collection and coalescence)
CLrs(sr) Snow-raindrops (collection and coalescence)
CLrg Raindrops-graupel (collection and coalescence)
NCLii Ice crystal-ice crystal (Accumulation)
CLis Graupel-ice crystal (collection and coalescence)
CLig Ice crystal-graupel (collection and coalescence)
NCLss Snow-snow (Accumulation)
CLsg Graupel-snow (collection and coalescence)
CNis Ice crystal-snow (Atuoconversation)
CNig Ice crystal-graupel (Atuoconversation)
CNsg snow-graupel (Atuoconversation)
qv Mixing ratio of water vapor
qc Mixing ratio of cloud
qr Mixing ratio of rain
qg Mixing ratio of graupel
qs Mixing ratio of snow
qi Mixing ratio of ice crystal
qh Mixing ratio of hail
Nr Number of raindrops per unit mass of air
Ng Number of graupel per unit mass of air
Ns Number of snow per unit mass of air
Ni Number of ice crystal per unit mass of air
Nh Number of hail per unit mass of air
Fi The riming ratio of ice crystal
FS The riming ratio of snow
T0 Standard freezing temperature of water
ρ Air density
LV Latent heat
E The efficiency of collision
D The diameter of particles
V Terminal fall speed
S saturation
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